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OBJECTIVE

A motivated individual with in-depth knowledge of languages and development tools, experience in innovating
software designs, testing and coding as well as debugging programs, seeking a position in a growth-oriented
company where I can use my skills to the advantage of the company while having the scope to develop my own
skills.

EXPERIENCE

Bajra Technologies
December, 2020 - Present
Associate Software Engineer
- Working knowledge of front end optimization and performance techniques
- Makes design recommendations towards the development of new code or reuse of existing code
- Communication with Clients about the project requirements
- Developed Angular based web applications.
- Taking an active role in structuring our single page applications to make them easy to maintain
- Worked on UI testing using Protractor
- DOM manipulation for customizing components provided by the library like NG- ZORRO
- Cooperating with the back-end developer in the process of building the RESTful API
- Participated in Daily Scrum Meetings (Stand-up Meetings)

EDUCATION

Orchid International College - Tribhuvan University
2020
Bachelor in Information Management 

Chanakya College of Management - HSEB
2016
+2 Management 

Shree Siddha Devi Higher Secondary School
2014
School 

SKILLS

1 years of experience of working in an Agile Environment

2 months of experience on Spring and Hibernate with a team to build, test and maintain RESTful API integration

6 months of experience on Angular Framework with the concept of service, directives, pipes, forms, form
validation and reusable component

Basic knowledge of RxJS library

Basic knowledge of end to end (E2E) Testing - Protractor

Knowledge of Version Control System (VCS) like Git

Basic knowledge of MySQL and Oracle

Good understanding of JPA/Hibernate, Spring Boot/MVC/Security/Data

Good understanding of HTML, CSS, SCSS, Bootstrap, JavaScript and TypeScript



PROJECTS

Customer Tracker
To keep the record of customers (Spring Boot and Thymeleaf)

e-commerce
Handled product category, product, add to cart and checkout with its design and implementation (Spring Boot
and Angular)

CRUD Project
Implemented different CRUD project using Laravel, Spring MVC, Spring Boot + Angular and Spring Boot +
Thymeleaf

REFERENCE

Subash Shrestha - "Bajra Technologies"
Software Engineer
subash.shrestha549@gmail.com
9849424549


